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brigade was organised in January, 1879, for the purpose of uniting all the

above organisations in the proper commemoration of Memorial day. The

brigade commander is elected in January, appoints his staff and holds the po

sition for one year. At the organisation Gen. J. A. Reynolds was elected com

mander, and reelected the ensuing year. Col. H. S. Greenleafwas elected in 1882

and reelected in 1883. Gen. John McMahon, elected in 1884, is now in com

mand of the brigade.

CHAPTER LII.

THE Roc111:s'r1:R vv/\'r1~:R woRks.I

The Necessity of a Water Supply for the City— Early Plans for Furnishing it — The Company of

1852 — Its Failure and the Report of the Expert — Works Finally Constructed by the City ——Full

Account of their Operation — Tests .\latle in 1874 — A Remarkable Exhibition — Sources of a Water

Supply — The Lakes and the Reser\'oirs —The Holly \\'orks, the Pump House and the Machinery -

The Telephone to Hemlock I,ake— Total Cost of the Work — Analysis of the Water.

NE of the earliest experiences of all civilised communities is the need of

0 a convenient and abundant water supply for use in the protection of houses

and manufactories from destruction by fire. The need of a supply of water

for domestic uses usually makes itself felt at a later period, when the population

becomes compact and the soil saturated with foul matters of nameless varieties

and constituents, so that the watercourses beneath the surface become the car

riers of what may be fairly termed diluted sewage to the springs and wells

of the town. The adjacent streams, if any, also, from kindred causes, cease to

be fit for domestic uses.

The necessity for a supply of water for use in the suppression of fires was

appreciated at an early date in the history of Rochester and long before it took

on its corporate existence as a city. Up to the close of the year 1824, which

marked the completion of the Erie canal, when the population of Rochester

was about 5,000, the water for this purpose was obtained principally from wells

and from the Genesee river. The Erie canal, from the date of its completion

until the introduction of the city's present water supply, remained an important

factor in the problem of furnishing a supply of water for protection from fires.

During the season of navigation the water was obtainable without expense,

and in the winter it was retained for the purpose, by the yearly construction

of dams in its channel, and at a later date the water was conducted in iron

pipes at considerable expense to artificial reservoirs beneath the surface of the
 

1 This article was prepared by .\lr. Nelson J. Tuhhs, the engineer in charge of the water works

and under whose supervision they were constructed. -
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various streets, located at points convenient for use in cases of conflagration.

At an early period, also, the subject of a supply of pure water for domestic

uses was largely agitated and discussed by the citizens, resulting in the passage

of a law by the legislature of the state, designated as chapter I75, la\vs of I835,

and entitled “an act to incorporate the Rochester \/Vater \Vorks company.”

By said act, the capital stock of the company was fixed at $10,000, divided

into four hundred shares of $25 each. James Seymour, Isaac Hills, I. R. El

wood, George W. Pratt and Charles J. Hill were designated as commissioners

to receive subscriptions to the capital stock. A company was organised under

this charter, but nothing was accomplished by it, and again, in I852, another

company was chartered under the same name, which expended, as it was au

thorised to do, the avails of $800,000 in bonds and the same amount of stock.

The condition of the work performed by this company is fairly set forth in a

report made to the stockholders December 2d, I87I, by McRee Swift, a civil

engineer, from which the following extracts are taken : -

“I went to that city (Rochester) on the 2Ist of November, and spent three days on

the works, examining into the condition of the same, to enable me to give an opinion upon

the present condition and value to any party desiring to complete them. The general

plan of the works is a good one. A series of lakes, Honeoye, Canadice and Hemlock,

388 feet above, and about thirty-three miles distant from Rochester, furnish reservoirs of

water, excellent in quality and abundant in quantity. These lakes are supplied by springs

and the rain-fall of a large district, and unite in discharging their waters into the Hon

eoye outlet, a large stream which empties into the Genesee river, fourteen miles south of

Rochester. The water is diverted from this stream at a point near Smithtown, sixteen

and one fourth miles from the system of distributing pipes on the outskirts of the city of

Rochester, and from this point of diversion it was to have been carried to Rochester by

wooden conduit twenty-four inches in diameter. An ingenious weir is constructed at

Hemlock lake, by which that lake, seven miles long by one third to one half mile wide,

can be made to serve as a reservoir to the depth of three feet, thereby providing for all

possible contingencies of low water and any damage that could ensue to the mills on the

stream, by reason of the diversion at Smithtown. The works, so far as completed, consist

of :— ‘

“ First— a canal eighteen hundred feet long by twenty feet wide, by seven deep at

the lake, with the weir partially constructed, as above referred to.

“Second—a wooden conduit twenty-four inches in diameter by sixteen and one

fourth Iniles.

“ Third -21 reservoir about two-thirds completed near East Henrietta. This reser

voir measures, at the middle of the embankment, seven hundred by eight hundred feet

and is twenty-one feet deep, and, when completed and filled to within three feet of top,

will contain 7o,ooo,ooo gallons, a supply for twenty days at a full estimate for consump

tion.

“ Fourth — a small distributing reservoir on the outskirts of the city, too small for

purposes of a reservoir, and which when completed can only be useful to relieve the head

of water or pressure on the city distribution (not essential), or to screen the water, should

leaves or debris be brought down by the conduit.

“ Fil'th—- seven and one half miles of cast iron distributing pipe in the city, and six
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miles of wrought iron (lined with and laid in hydraulic cement) distributing pipe, all with

partial appendages of gates, hydrants, etc.

“ Sixth — a farm of one hundred and ten acres near the lake, with mill and houses

upon it, and which cost $21,000, upon which $10,500 is paid.

“ Seventh-— a plat of fifty acres near East Henrietta, upon which the large distrib

uting reservoir is located, and lastly the right of way across private property, at the

upper end of conduit for a distance of about four and one half miles.

“ From the examination I was enabled to make, I am forced to conclude that the

wooden pipe can not be relied upon. I do not think you should calculate to use more

than two and one fourth miles of it, mostly at the upper end. In the tests made, the

difficulty encountered was in preventing leakage so overwhelming that the water could

not be forced through the depressions at Sibleyville in sufiicient quantity to overcome

the adjoining elevations at Halleck’s hill. In some cases during the trial, the water was

forced through imperfections in the staves themselves, such as knots etc., and some of

the iron bands were also broken. I find the interior slope of the Henrietta reservoir to

be one and one half horizontal to one vertical, not flat enough to resist the action of

waves which may be looked for on so large a surface of water. My calculations for fin

ishing this reservoir involve the alterations of this slope to a slope of two horizontal to

one vertical."

The following estimates were submitted by Mr. Swift:

Estimated present value of work done :—

Canal and works at the lake _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . . . . _ . . _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . 2,750

Reservoirs at Henrietta and Mt. Hope, including gate chamber . . . . . . . . _ .- 53,000

Seven and one half miles cast iron pipe laid in district . . . _ _ _ . . . . _ . . . . . . _ _ _ 75,456

Six miles wrought iron and cement “ “ “ “ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 51,794

Gates and hydrants connected with above . _ . . . _ . _ . . . _ . _ . . . _ . . _ . . _ _ _ . . -- 2,978

Hoppaugh farm, etc., near the lake, less $10,500 due thereon . . _ _ . . . . . . . . _ . 10,500

Right of way for about four and one half miles of conduit _ _ _ . _ . _ . . _ . . . . _ - - 2,500

Two and one fourth miles twenty-four inch wooden conduit laid . _ . . _ . . . . . __ 23,760

Total . _ _ . . _ . _ . . . . _ _ . . . . _ . . _ . _ . _ . - . $222,738

Estimated cost of completing the work ready for use :—

Amounts due on Hoppaugh property at that lake , . . . . . . . _ _ _ . . . . _ . . . . . . . 10,500

Mr. Marsh's estimate at the lake , . _ _ _ . _ . _ . . . . _ . . . .. . . . _ . . . _ . . . _ _ . . _ _ . . _ 1,200

Thirty-seven thousand feet of wrought iron and cement pipe twenty inches

diameter between inlet and reservoir . . . . . _ . . . _ _ . . _ . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . _ . 149,1 1o

Thirty-seven thousand feet wrought iron and cement pipe twenty-four inches

diameter between reservoir and city _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 193,880

Completion of Henrietta reservoir _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ -. 31,350

Additional hydrants for present distribution _ . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . _ . . . . _ . . . . -_ 4,500

Engineering, superintendence and contingencies in construction of present dis

tribution on west side of city _ . _ . . _ . . . _ . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19,527

Total . _ . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . _ . $410,067

Thus it will be seen that after a corporate existence of nineteen and one half

years, and the issuing of$1,60o,o00 in stock and bonds, and the entering into the

repeated contracts with the city of Rochester, all of which were violated by the

company, the report of an expert shows that all of the work performed by the

company, including its property of all sorts, has a substantial value of less than
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$223,000, and that to introduce water into the city with twenty miles of dis

tribution pipe would require an additional expenditure of $410,000, although

said expert proposed to finish the construction of the works with the cheapest

pipe which was procurable, and which experience had shown would hold water

under ordinary pressures, and the water to be taken from Honeoye creek near

North Bloomfield.

The bondholders evidently came to the conclusion that they had been badly

swindled, and proceedings were commenced to foreclose the mortgage on the

water works property, given to secure payment of the bonds. It appears that

the sale had been fully consummated early in 1872, as on the 28th day of May,

I872, Thomas B. Rand and associates presented a memorial to the common

council, representing that they had become the owners of the lands, property,

estate, reservoirs, pipes, rights of land and water, water works, fixtures and ap

purtenances and the rights and franchises of the Rochester Water Works com

pany. In this memorial it is stated that they have become satisfied that the

wooden conduit pipe laid from Smithtown to the city is not sufficient, and needs

to be relaid of iron, and they offered to thus relay said conduit during the year

1872 and also to construct a line of metallic, brick or other proper conduit, from

Smithtown to Hemlock lake, and complete the same during the year 1873;

also to lay an additional amount of pipe in the streets in 1872 to make a total

of thirty miles, and enough in I873 to amount to forty miles of distribution; to

connect hydrants thereto each four hundred feet, and supply water to them and

to ten public fountains and to all public buildings, on such terms as might be

deemed just and fair. A contract was finally drawn and presented to the com

mon council for ratification, which provided that the compensation to be paid

to the city for such use of water should be $70,000 per annum for four hundred

hydrants and $100 per annum for each fire hydrant exceeding that number.

It is believed that this contract would have been duly executed, had not the

board of water commissioners, then recently appointed, procured the service of

an injunction on the common council preventing such action. This last pro

posed contract met with great favor with the then common council and with

many citizens, and was also strongly advocated by at least one of the daily

newspapers. It is perhaps sufficient comment on the propriety of the proposed

action to say that the number of fire hydrants now (April, 1884) in use in the

city is 1,220, and that with the same number set by the company under the said

contract the city would now be paying a yearly rental for the same of $152,

000, and that for inferior hydrants connected with inferior pipes and works gen

erally.

Thomas B. Rand and associates, soon after their purchase of the assets of

the old company, organised a new company under the title of the Rochester

Vi/ater company. The new company, finding that the newly appointed water

commissioners were making vigorous efforts for furnishing a supply of water
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to the city from Hemlock lake, on an entirely diflerent plan and by a different

route from that proposed by the company, and that, if successful, no part of the

property owned by it would be necessary to the city, with the exception of the

right of way over the Hoppaugh mill property at Hemlock village, thencefor

ward made strenuous attempts to dispose of its property to the said commission

ers at prices ranging from $250,000 to $90,000, and, failing in this, used every

means to embarrass the operations of the commissioners, by litigation and other

wise, until the period arrived when success had crowned the efforts of the water

commissionersin introducing water into the city. Finally, on the 18th of Au

gust, 1882, the city made a purchase of all the property of the Rochester Vl/ater

company which was regarded as of any account, for the sum of $26,000, a sad

falling ofi’ in value even from the $223,000 estimated by McRee Swift in 1871.

The writer has no desire to criticise the motives of the managers of the

Rochester Water Works company, previous to the time when the control and

management of its afl'airs went into the hands of Alexander Easton. During

this person's administration, it may be safely asserted, the Rochester Water

Works company was in the hands of a Philistine. The wooden conduit pipe

laid by him was so notoriously unfit for the purpose that it was a common re

mark among the farmers, as they saw it manipulated, that it would not hold

“white beans," much less convey water under heavy pressure. The cast iron

pipes laid in the streets of the city were largely gas pipes and cullings from the

yards ofthe pipe manufacturers, and the wrought iron, cement-coated pipes were

of poor quality and careless workmanship, as proven wherever they have since

been exposed to give room for other improvements. The hydrants and gates

used were the crudest and cheapest to be procured, and the source from

which the water was proposed to be taken was very objectionable. The effort

of Mr. Easton seemed to be to make such a showing of work as would enable

him to find sale for his bonds and to entangle the city into making such ad

vances as would compel it to complete the works and enable him to step out

with large gains. While it is usually very detrimental to the best interests

of a city to remain until it has reached a population of 70,000 without an

abundant supply of wholesome water, yet, to use a homely phrase, it was the

result more of "luck than good management" that the city did not have in

flicted upon it a system of water works, supplying water objectionable in quality

and inadequate in quantity and pressure, and at prices for public use, which

would at this date have proved more burdensome than is now the taxation re

sulting from the construction of the very satisfactory and effective system in use.

Many of the citizens of Rochester had by this time become convinced that

a supply of water would not be obtained by a private company, such as would

be pure in quality, abundant in quantity and in other important respects satis

factory to the city. Application was therefore made to the legislature for the

passage of an act allowing the city to construct a system of water works at its
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own expense. The result of this application was the passage of chapter 387,

laws of I872, entitled “an act to supply the city of Rochester with pure and

wholesome water.” By this act the mayor was directed to appoint five per

sons to constitute a “board of water commissioners,” who were to employ

engineers and other persons to assist them in determining upon a plan for the

said water works and to make estimates of the cost thereof. These plans and

estimates were to be submitted to the mayor, and, if approved by him, the

commissioners were to proceed with the work of construction, and were author

ised to borrow, from time to time, on the credit of the city, an amount not

exceeding the amount of their estimate, to pay for said work. Mayor A. Car

ter Wilder appointed as such commissioners the following citizens: Roswell

Hart, Edward M. Smith, \/Villiam H. Bowman, Charles C. Morse and Gilman

H. Perkins. Mr. Hart was elected permanent president of the commission and

retained his position until October, 1876, when it expired by statute limitation.

Mr. Smith was elected temporary treasurer and Mr. Bowman temporary sec

retary. At a later period john Williams, city treasurer, became the treasurer

of the commission and Colonel Christopher T. Amsden its secretary. Messrs.

Perkins and Morse.were reappointed at the expiration of their terms and re

mained members of the board until said board ceased to exist, as above stated.

Mr. Smith soon resigned and Pliny M. Bromley was appointed in his place.

Mr. Bromley died October 4th, I874, and John Bower was appointed for the

balance of his term, which expired April 29th, I876. Maurice H. Merriman

was appointed as the successor of Mr. Bower and served until October of the

same year. Mr. B0wman’s term expired April 29th, I875, and he was suc

ceeded by James C. Cochrane.

Soon after the organisation of the board, at a meeting held May 7th, I872,

J. Nelson Tubbs was appointed chief engineer and Isaac F. Quinby consulting

engineer for the commission. Surveys and examinations were soon com

menced, to determine the best and most feasible source of supply for the city.

A large proportion of the citizens had already settled in their own minds, as

the result of the previous examinations and public discussions resulting from the
operations of the water works company, that the water should be taken from V

one of two sources, either Lake Ontario or Hemlock lake, witha large prepon

derance of intelligent opinion in favor of the latter. There was another, al

though not numerous class, consisting ofa few wealthy and therefore influential

real estate owners, who deprecated the large taxation which would result from

the adoption of either of these sources of supply, and who themselves felt the

need ofa water supply simply for fire purposes, who advised and insisted that

the water should be taken from the Genesee river at or in the vicinity of the

rapids dam. This class, for a considerable period, very much embarrassed the

operations of the commissioners, by consolidating local opposition, by attempts

at adverse legislation and expressions both public and private, questioning the
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constitutional soundness of the laws under which the water commissioners acted

and therefore of the financial value of the water works bonds.

Various legal proceedings against the board of commissioners were from

time to time commenced, including one at a later period in the Supreme court

of the United States, which were intended to embarrass and if possible prevent

the progress of the work. Notwithstanding all obstacles, the commissioners

had so far progressed with their examinations that on the 15th of November,

1872, they presented a report to the mayor, containing a detailed statement of

their plan, as required by law. Said report contained also an elaborate report

from the chief engineer in relation to the general subject of water works con

struction and also a special discussion of the necessary requirements for a sup

ply of water to the city of Rochester. S. A. Lattimore, professor of chemistry

in the University of Rochester, also added a very interesting paper on the

chemistry of water, and the relative merits of diflerent waters, for the supply of

Rochester.

The plan proposed by the commissioners may be summarised as follows:

To furnish from Hemlock lake a supply of 4,500,000 gallons of water per day

through an iron conduit, or one of iron for the greater part of the distance and

the balance of brick, with a storage reservoir in the town of Rush and a dis

tributing reservoir on the Mt. Hope range of hills near the city, also, to furnish

a supply of water from the Genesee river by direct pressure on the Holly direct

pressure plan, for the furnishing of light power and for suppression of fires in

the compactly built business portionsaof the city, the water to be distributed

through forty miles of cast iron pipes in the streets of the city. The estimated

cost of the combined system was $2,184,000.

The mayor promptly approved of the plan proposed by the water commis

sioners, and on the oflicial receipt of such approval they immediately directed

the chief engineer to prepare plans, specifications and notices for a public letting

of the whole work. Soon thereafter Emil Kuichling, who had just completed

an engineering course of study in the Polytechnic school at Carlsruhe, in Ger

many, was appointed principal assistant engineer, a position which he has re

tained to this date, giving evidence during the whole period of service of most

excellent training and a remarkable aptitude for his profession and great ability

in the practical working-out of the ever-varying problems of water works con

struction and management. ‘On the 12th day of April, 1873, proposals were

received for the construction of the works on the plan proposed, and the con

tract was awarded to James McDonald, of Willsborough Falls, Essex county.

A contract for the construction and setting in place of the pumping machinery

in connection with the Holly system had been previously executed — February

27th, 1873 — with the Holly Manufacturing company of Lockport, N. Y. Geo.

H. Thompson & Co. were selected to erect the pump house and the machinery

foundations by the day's work, under the direction of the engineer department
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and of A. J. Warner, the architect of the building. A plot of land for the dis

tributing reservoir was purchased of Messrs. Ellwanger and Barry and the es

tate of David Stanley, on the Mt. Hope range of hills east of South avenue,

and one of about thirty acres in the town of Rush, from the farms of Benjamin

Titus and George F. Martin, for the storage reservoir. Work was commenced

on the first of these reservoirs about July Ist, and on the second about June 1st,

1873. Special drawings for new and improved styles of hubs and specials were

prepared, and the work of casting the same was commenced by Jesse W. Starr &

Sons, at Camden, N. J.; R. D. Wood & Co., at Florence and Millsville, N. J.;

McNeal & Son, at Burlington, N. J., and the Warren foundry at Phillipsburgh,

N. A small amount was also cast at Bricksburgh, N. J.

The work of laying the mains in the streets was commenced early in the

summer of I873, and continued up to about January 1st, 1874. In cases where

both Holly and Hemlock mains were laid in the same street they were laid in

the same trench, the Hemlock on a bench sufiiciently above the Holly to allow

the branches from either to pass over or under as the case might be. Fre

quent connections were made between these two systems of pipes, by the

use of branches, curves and gates, so that the two systems might at will be

thrown into one. The Holly system was so far completed that on and after

January 1st, I874, it was brought into use for the extinguishment of fires, all

the pipes laid in each system being kept filled with water under pressure from

the Holly pipes.

On the 18th of February, 1874, an ofiicial test was made of the Holly ma

chinery with the following results: The hydrants used for throwing fire streams

were located on East and West Main streets, between the Erie canal and North

street. The first test consisted in throwing fourteen fire streams at once, alter

nately by the pumps operated by water power and by steam, the change from

one to the other set of machinery not being observable by those watching the

streams. The height of these streams, determined by instrumental observa

tions, varied from I31 to 152 feet. During this test the pressure at the pumps

was maintained at I20 pounds per square inch. The second test of fire streams

consisted in throwing thirty streams, at once. In making this test, the steam

rotary pumps were used in addition to the two water sets. The height of the

streams was about the same as in the previous test and the pressure main

tained at the pumps was I35 pounds per square inch. Water was discharged

at the rate of 8,220 gallons per minute. The third test consisted in throwing

a two-inch stream in front of the court-house. Although at no time fully ver

tical, yet, when it most nearly approached that condition, the observations

showed an elevation of 210.34 feet. The pressure maintained at the pumps

was 165 pounds per square inch and the discharge was at the rate of 1,215 gal

lons per minute. The fourth test was a three-inch vertical stream, thrown

from a poiI1t near the corner of State and West Main streets, during which a
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pressure of I75 pounds per square inch was maintained at the pumps. The

discharge was at the rate of 2,778 gallons per minute and the elevation reached

by the stream was 28 5.98 feet.

Another test consisted in throwing a four-inch vertical stream to an eleva

tion of 294.4 feet. The rate of discharge was 4,938 gallons per minute and the

pressure at the pumps was I75 and at the stand pipe I65 pounds per square

inch. A second test of the four- inch stream consisted in throwing the same

horizontally a distance of 465 feet, only the solid jets of water being measured.

The final test consisted in throwing a five-inch vertical stream to an elevation

of 256.8 feet, discharging at the rate of 6,463 gallons per minute. As this

stream was intended to show volume and not height the pressure at the pumps

was only raised to I40 pounds. No accident of any kind occurred during the

progress of the test. It is believed that this was the most remarkable exhibi

tion of large streams ever made in any country, and as such it attracted wide

spread attention from hydraulic engineers, compelling the introduction of

larger factors in the hydraulic formulas used to determine the results to be ob

tained from large streams, with liberal-sized pumping mains.

On the Ist of January, I875, the water commissioners reported that they

were at that date pumping water from the Holly works into 50.76 miles of pipes,

connected with 478 hydrants, and that every fire district, except one, was

then embraced within the protection of the water pipes. They also reported

that fires had been extinguished by streams of great power,‘from hydrants

1,700 feet distant, although the machinery was then pumping into over fifty

miles of pipes, where it was only designed originally to supply from eight to

ten miles. During the years I873 and 1874 the commissioners had deter

mined to increase the capacity of the conduit from Hemlock lake, above that at

first contemplated. VVith this view a wrought-iron thirty-six inch conduit was

provided for a distance of about ten miles from the lake northward, where the

grade was light, and for the balance of the distance a cast-iron conduit twenty

four inches in diameter, which would give a supply from the lake double in

quantity to that contemplated in their original plan. The wisdom of this change

is not now questioned, although at that time it was sharply criticised. The otficial

functions of the board of water commissioners ceased on the lst day of Octo

ber, 1876. The following extracts from their final report to the common coun

cil indicate the extent and condition of the work at that time:—

“The time has arrived when by provision of law the term of our olfice expires. The

work entrusted to our charge is done, and we trust and fully believe commends itself to ‘

the approval and pride of our fellow-citizens. That we should have been criticised at

times with severity and censured with bitterness, was naturally to be expected, as our re

sponsibility was grave indeed. The magnitude of the work was without precedent in

our city affairs, the required expenditure enormous, the plans of construction original and

the pecuniary condition of the country straitened and depressing. Opinions were di

vided as to whether the city was in need of water works at all; whether, if needed, they
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should not be cheaply constructed and only for the_wants of the present generation,

whether the future wants of our rapidly increasing city should not likewise be regarded,

and also as to the sources of supply.

“Ourearliest estimates were based upon a supply of 4,500,000 gallons of water daily

from Hemlock lake. But upon maturer consideration it was deemed wiser to increase

the supply to an amount sufiicient to meet the probable requirements of the populations

of the future as in fact upon them was to fall the burthen of the payment of the cost.

While the cost was therefore increased about fifty per cent., the supply was doubled and

the capacity of the reservoirs largely increased. Over eighteen miles more of distribu

tion pipes have been laid in the streets and one hundred and twenty-one more hydrants

have been put in place than were contemplated. In fact, if we deduct the cost of the

additional eighteen miles of distribution pipes laid, together with hydrants, and valves

connected therewith, amounting to about $145,000, the laying of service pipes to the

curb not anticipated at the start, amounting to over $60,000, the value of pipes, gates,

hydrants, ete., turned over to the executive board, costing over $52,000, together with

many other items of lesser amounts, it will be found that we have actually completed the

work which was proposed on the enlarged plan for something less than $3,000,000.

“()n the first day of june, I873, ground was first broken for the work and on the

23d ofjanuary, I876, after a period of less than two years and eight months, the waters

of Hemlock lake were coursing through the pipes in the streets of Rochester and into

the houses of its citizens. Twenty-eight and a half miles of conduit, with all the stop

gates, air valves and blow-offs required, and with a capacity of 9,000,000 gallons daily,

had been laid over hills and down through valleys from Hemlock lake. Two great res

ervoirs with united capacity of I20,ooo,o00 gallons of water had been constructed and

three gate-houses built; fifty-eight miles of distribution pipes had been laid in the streets

of the city, with five hundred and twenty-one hydrants and seven hundred and forty-five

stop-gates placed in connection with them. A large pump house had been constructed,

in which were powerful pumps worked by a large steam engine and two water engines,
with a united pumping capacity of 7,000,000 gallons of water daily." i

The report closes with very strong expressions of obligations to the chief

engineer, and confidence in his professional skill and executive abilities. Let

us now consider the characteristics of the Rochester water works as constructed,

and also of the sources of the water supply. Under the various acts of the leg

islature the city of Rochester is authorised to take water for the supply of the

city from'Hemlock and Canadice lakes.

Hemlock lake lies in the county of Livingston, about twenty-eight miles a

little to the east of south of the city of Rochester. The foot of the lake‘ lies

wholly in the town of Livonia. It is six and seven-tenths miles in length and

an average of six-tenths ofa mile in width, with a water surface of 1,828 acres.

Its elevation is three hundred and eighty-eight feet above the Erie canal aque

duct in Rochester, about nine hundred feet above the tide, and it has a maximum

depth of one hundred feet. The lake is situated in a retired rural district, in a

deep, narrow valley, above the lime formation and in the Marcellus shale. Its

shores are mostly bold bluffs, which cannot be tilled. The beach is also a shale

and the water is mostly supplied from springs, which prevents it, even near the

shores, from becoming to any extent muddy in times of greatest flood. The
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drainage area is 42.39 square miles. The character of the soil on this area ren

ders it in fact a great natural filter bed for the purification of the water.

Canadice lake lies in a narrow valley east of and adjacent to the Hemlock

valley and is wholly in the county of Ontario. The two are similar in natural

characteristics and the quality of their waters. The latter lake is three and

one-tenth miles in length, about one-third of a mile in width and has an area

of water surface of 648 acres. Its elevation is about five hundred feet above

the Erie canal aqueduct. The outlet from this lake passes through a rich but

narrow valley, for a distance of about one and a half miles from the lake, and

from thence through a very narrow and rocky gorge, into the valley of the

Hemlock outlet. Many years ago the outlet of Canadice lake discharged its

waters directly into Hemlock lake. Now and latterly it has discharged into

Hemlock outlet by two channels, one about twelve hundred feet, and one eight

een hundred feet from the foot of Hemlock lake, the latter being at the head

of the Slab City mill pond. '

The water works conduit commences in Hemlock lake one thousand feet

from shore and sixteen hundred feet from the foot of the lake at the outlet. It

passes thence through the alluvial deposit forming the valley, to Hemlock lake

village, and through the rocky ridge which crosses the valley at that point, and

which no doubt once formed the northern boundary of the lake, and thence

follows the valley of the outlet, crossing under the bed thereof thirteen times,

until Frost Hollow or the village of Richmond Mills is reached, near which

point the outlet makes a great detour to the east, during which it receives the

waters of Honeoye lake, and is thenceforward, until it discharges its waters in

to the Genesee river at Rush Junction on the Erie railway, designated as Hon

eoye creek.

At Richmond Mills the conduit leaves the valley of the outlet and passes

up and on to an elevated plateau to the west. It passes for about four and a

half miles across this table-land, which is very broken, and intersected with

numerous ravines of great depth, locally called “gulls," which have been worn

and washed out of the clay soil by numerous watercourses having their source

among the hills to the west and their termination in Honeoye creek to the east.

The conduit then passes along the east side of the three Lima ponds and still

over a very rough table land, to the old state road leading from Canandaigua

westward through Lima, and crossing said road about two and a half miles east

of the village of Lima. Thence it crosses the fields, to the road leading to

North Bloomfield, thence along the road to the farm of Amasa Martin, and

thence again across the fields to the Honeoye creek, which it crosses just west

of the highway bridge which spans that stream on the road leading from Hon

eoye Falls to North Bloomfield. From this road it passes still across the fields

to the village of Honeoye Falls, crossing one of the main streets of said vil

lage near the residence of Dr. Miner, thence northerly through a broad valley
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to the high ridge known as Davis hill, thence over the crest thereof and down

again into the valley of Honeoye creek" on the east side, thence rising again

' upon the table land to the eastward over a broken and rolling country in a

direct course to Rush reservoir, a distance of about twenty miles from Hemlock

lake. From this reservoir the conduit passes across the fields for a distance of

about one and a half miles, to a point near the location of the old water works

company’s storage reservoir, and from thence follows the highway leading from

Lima to Rochester, to the distributing or Mount Hope reservoir.

The lake end of the conduit is 1,000 feet from shore in thirty feet depth of
iwater. The pipe, which is of wrought iron, thirty-six inches in diameter, ends

in a tapering mouth-piece about sixty inches in diameter at the outer end.

This mouth-piece is built into the walls of a timber-crib and projects into an

inclosed chamber or reservoir, formed by building a rectangular box with

double walls of timber, around the outside, with spaces between the timber

walls for the reception of stone filling. Over the top of the crib, strips of oak

are spiked, two inches apart, to prevent the entrance of any large object. The

crib thus formed is about twelve feet long by twelve feet wide and ten feet high,

and this-is sunk to the bottom of the lake. - The pipe thence passes to the shore

and through the south foundation wall of the gate-house, discharging the water

into a reservoir under the same. Across this reservoir is first inserted a screen

bulkhead, with arrangements for double screens, so that either set can be re

moved and cleaned or repaired at pleasure. In front of this is inserted the

gate bulkhead, by which the flow of water is regulated or shut off from enter

ing the thirty-six-inch pipe which again commences at the inside face of the

north foundation wall of the gate-house, and thence passes on without break

to the Rush reservoir. A brick house with frame addition is built over these

bulkheads and is occupied by the gate-keeper and his family. The house is

built on a plat of land on the lake shore owned by the city, about six hundred

feet south of the highway. The pipe is located at such grade that the surface

of the lake may be drawn down eight feet if desired.

At the foot of Canadice lake the city owns about twelve acres of land,

covering the outlet from the same as far down as its junction with the highway.

Across the head of the outlet, on the lake shore, is constructed a timber bulk

head with abutments and piers of cement masonry, in which are twelve gates

for the purpose of passing water from the lake. This construction, together

with the deepening of the outlet, allows the drawing down the surface of the

lake eight feet. It will be seen by simple computations that these constructions

at the two lakes would enable the city to draw upon them as reservoirs at the

rate of 17,000,000 gallons per day for a year, providing it had a conduit of

sufiicient capacity, even though no water should be received into them from

any source, except a sufiicient amount to balance evaporation. The minimum

flow from these lakes is very small, but the maximum flow is enormous in quan
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tity, thus rendering them peculiarly fitted for use as immense reservoirs for the

storage of flood waters, for use during the dry season, for water works supply

and for power for mills.

C/zarazteris/1'2‘: 1y’ I/12' mm/uil. From termination of pipe in crib in Hemlock

lake to inside face of south wall of well-house on shore of lake is 1,000

linear feet of 3-16 inch wrought-iron pipe 36 inches in diameter _ . . _ . . 1,000.00

From inside face of north wall of gate-house on shore of Hemlock lake to

commencement of 24-inch wrought-iron pipe is 3-16 inch wrought-iron

pipe 36 inches in diameter . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 50,776.00

From end of 36-inch wrought-iron pipe to commencement of the 24-inch

cast-iron pipe is 3-16 inch wrought-iron pipe 24 inches in diameter- . __ 1,913.65

From end of 24-inch by 3-16 inch wrought-iron pipe to commencement of

24-inch by 1-4 inch wrought-iron pipe is cast-iron 24 inches in diameter, 30,549.75

From end of 24-inch cast-iron to where cast-iron 24-inch pipe again com

mences is 1-4 inch wrought-iron pipe 24 inches in diameter . . . . . . . . _ 13,809.38

From end of 1-4 inch wrought-iron pipe to outside face ofsouth wall of gate

house at Rush reservoir is east-iron pipe 24 inches in diameter _ _ _ _ _ __ 4,212.27

From outside face of south wall of gate-house of Rush reservoir to inlet well

in bottom of reservoir is cast-iron pipe 24 inches in diameter . . . _ . . . . - 1,010.00

Total from inlet well in Rush reservoir to end at crib in lake. - _ 102,271.05

The conduit between Rush and Mount Hope reservoir is of cast-iron 24

inches in diameter. The distance from face to face of gate-houses of

the reservoirs is . . . _ . _ . . _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . . . . _ . . . . . _ . . . . . _ . . . _ . . _ - 46,064.00

Total conduit from face of gate-house at Mount Hope reservoir to end of

pipe in lake, including the inlet in the bottom of Rush reservoir _ . . _ . - 148,335.05

Making a total of 28.09 miles.

Rush reservoir is located in the town of Rush, on the town line road be

tween that town and Henrietta, and about 1,000 feet west of the highway from

Rochester to East Rush. The lot on which it is built contains about thirty

acres. The depth of this reservoir is t‘wenty- three and a quarter feet from bot

tom to top bank and it is designed to hold eighteen feet depth of water. The

outside and inside slopes are two feet horizontal to one foot vertical, with a

horizontal bench of five feet midway of the inside slope. Below the inside

horizontal bench spoken of, the bank is faced with loose stone two feet thick,

and above the bench with a slope wall of field stone eighteen inches thick.

The area of water surface when the water is eighteen feet deep, is 13.702

acres, and the capacity of the reservoir at that depth is 70,033,589 gallons.

The elevation of the bottom of said reservoir is 223.84 feet above the Erie

canal aqueduct. On the outside of this reservoir is laid a by-pass pipe with

gates, by which the Rush reservoir may be shut out of connection, and the flow

of water continued past it directly into Mount Hope reservoir, or into the city

distribution if desired, with the consequent pressure due to the head of Hem

lock lake.

Mount Hope distributing reservoir is located on the Mt. Hope range of
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hills on the east side of the Genesee river, a few hundred feet east of the junc

tion of South and Reservoir avenues, about one and three-fourths miles from

the city hill. It is constructed on a lot owned by the city and containing about

eighteen acres. The banks are constructed after the same plan and with the

same slopes as the Rush reservoir, heretofore described, and with a gate-house

outside the banks, containing a nest of seven large gates which control the

whole circulation of water, and so arranged that the reservoir can be quickly

shut out of connection, and the pressure due to the elevation of Rush reservoir

placed upon all the Hemlock pipes in the city in a few moments. This is done

at every alarm of fire, a gong being placed in the gate-house to give the notice

for that purpose. The height of the banks of this reservoir is twenty feet above

the bottom. It is intended to hold sixteen feet depth of water. When the

water is at this depth the area of water surface is 5.517 acres, the bottom area

being 3.887 acres, and the reservoir contains 24,278,101 gallons. The eleva

tion of the bottom of the reservoir above the top of the Erie canal aqueduct is

109.4 feet. From the bank of this reservoir a magnificent view of the sur

rounding country is obtained, extending southward and eastward for a distance

of more than twenty miles, and to the northward is spread the broad surface

of Lake Ontario, ‘dotted here and there with the steam and sailing vessels which

navigate its waters.

In the center of Mt. Hope reservoir is constructed a most beautiful fountain,

in the form ofa frustum of a cone and composed of hard burned brick and cut

stone. The water is conducted to it beneath the bottom of the reservoir,

through a cast-iron pipe of twenty-four inches internal diameter, which is turned

upward through the masonry to a point a few feet above the surface of the

water in the reservoir, where it spreads out into a dome-shaped top, with a cen

tral opening six and one-eighth inches in diameter, with two concentric circles

of openings of various diameters around it, numbering twenty-one in all. These

openings are so arranged that they may be adjusted to various-sized jets, thus

rendering it possible to change the general aspect of the fountain into many

forms of symmetry and beauty. During the summer season all of the water sup

plied to the city is thrown high into the air, in jets from this fountain, perform

ing the function of thoroughly aerating the water as well as constituting a most

beautiful and conspicuous object, visible to a distance I f twelve to fifteen miles

in different directions. It is said that nowhere else in the world can be wit

nessed the continuous operation of a fountain where the water in such vast vol

ume is thrown to such elevations. The height of the jets is due to the elevation

of the surface of the Rush reservoir. A single jet through the central opening

has been thrown one hundred and six feet in height. When the whole twenty~

one jets arein operation, discharging at the rate of about 5,000,000 gallons per

day, the elevation attained by the water is from sixty to seventy feet. During

the very cold weather of winter this fountain is not used, as the masonry is lia
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ble to be injured by the formation of immense masses of ice. During that pe

riod the reservoir is fed through a twenty-four inch pipe, which discharges in -

the bottom near the east end.

In laying the distribution pipes in connection with the Hemlock system, a

supply main for the west side of the river was carried under the bed of the river

nearly opposite the Vacuum Oil works, and it became necessary also to con

nect the east and west sides with a pipe main at or in the vicinity of Main

street. The extrados of the stone arches of the bridge were so near the surface

of the roadway that there was no room to lay the pipes over them. The most

obvious method therefore, and the favorite one with many people, was to ex

cavate a tunnel under the bed of the two races and the river, in which to lay

the water main. In turn this tunnel would be required to be drained by an

other leading to a lower elevation. This would have involved an enormous ex

pense and also great delay in completion. The engineer, therefore, boldly

adopted the plan of cutting away sections of the stone arches and replacing the

same with cast-iron ribs, carried up so as to form a complete double box, in

which four wrought-iron mains are packed in fine charcoal and convey the

water of both systems across the river. The whole expense of this construc

tion was about $17,000. This construction is said to have been the first of its

kind in this country and met with much local distrust at the time, but meets

with full concurrence in its propriety now.

The lot on which the pump house is located is known as the south part of

lot number 5 of the Griflith tract on Brown's race. It has afrontage of fifty feet

on the race and extends back to the Genesee river. There are five water rights

connected with the property, which entitles it to use about one-sixteenth of the

water supplied by the race. In preparing for the foundations of the walls and

machinery, the earth and the upper and partly decomposed strata of rock were

removed, until a layer of sound rock was reached, upon which the foundations

were built. The side walls of the building up to the level of the street are from

four to five feet thick at the bottom, battering up to two and a half feet at the

top. The arrangement of the several blocks of masonry inclosed by the side

walls, on which rest the boilers, pumps and engines, are too complicated to be

understood without the aid of a diagram. The superstructure of the engine

house is of brick, with walls twenty-one inches thick, rising to a height of about

fifty feet and entirely fire proof. The roof girders are very strong and capable

of supporting the weight of material which might fall upon it by the toppling

over of adjoining structures. Heavy manufactured iron beams are inserted over

each piece of machinery to enable them to be readily hoisted in and out of

place. Above the roof, towers a graceful octagonal chimney to a height of

about one hundred feet above the street. In the middle of the facade of the

building is a cut stone tablet, bearing the inscription, “Rochester water works,"

and above the cornice is a small pediment on which is the date “ 1873."
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The machinery consists of three distinct parts. The first is a set of four

combined steam piston engines, the cylinders being sixteen inches in diameter

and twenty-seven inches stroke, with variable expansion gear so arranged as to

either condense the used steam or else to run by high pressure and exhaust

into the chimney. To these four engines four double-acting pumps ten inches

in diameter and twenty inches stroke are attached, so that the piston rod of

each steam cylinder also becomes the piston rod of the corresponding pump

cylinder, although these rods are in two pieces, which may be coupled or un

coupled at pleasure by means of keys or wedges. The crank rods of the steam

engine are connected in a similar manner to the crank pins, so that any of these

engines, with its corresponding pump, may readily be detached and isolated

from the remainder of the set. The four engines and their pumps are engaged

on the two sides of a substantial and graceful arched frame of cast iron, sup

porting on its top the crank shaft, which bears the large fly wheel, a gear wheel

and the eccentrics for the operation of the slide valves. The two cranks at the

end of this shaft are at right angles to each other, and as two engines are

coupled to one crank pi11, one piston of this pair will be at the middle‘ and the

other at the beginning or end of its stroke, and hence it follows that invone rev

olution of the balance wheel there will be eight successive discharges of four

double-acting pumps, which serves the purpose of imparting as nearly as prac

ticable a steady pressure and uniform flow of water in the pipes and mains of

the city. The second part of the machinery consists of a rotary steam engine

placed in front of the above-described steam set, operating two rotary pumps.

The third part is the water set, which consists of eight double-acting pumps

arranged in two sets, each having four cylinders nine inches in diameter and

twenty-four inches stroke, mounted on heavy cast-iron arched frames similar to

the steam set. The power used to operate these two water sets is derived from

two turbine water wheels, working under a head of about ninety feet. The

steam for the steam engines is furnished by three boilers located in the front

portion of the building, any one of which may be used separately or all of them

together. They are five feet in diameter, sixteen feet long, and furnished with

fifty-eight heating tubes three and a half inches in diameter. The water to feed

them is supplied from a donkey engine and pump in the engine room. The

four combined steam engines will develop a power equal to that of three hun

drcd horses, and the rotary engine a power of one hundred and fifty horses;

their pumping capacity is guaranteed to be not less than 3,000,000 gallons in

twenty-four hours, while that of the two pumping sets is rated at 4,000,000

gallons.

Water is supplied to the two turbines through a huge wrought-iron tube

four and one half feet in diameter and formed of plates one-fourth of an inch

thick, the bottom of which rests upon a solid piece of masonry at the surface

level of the river. The wheels are located at either side of this iron flume, and
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are supplied through two smaller tubes branching out into the water- tight cases

inclosing the turbines. The wheel pit is an immense excavation down through

the solid rock, of an elliptical form, with a larger diameter of about sixteen feet

and a lesser diameter of about ten feet. This excavation is carried down to

about one foot below the level of medium low water in the Genesee river, thus

utilising all the head furnished by the upper fall of the same in the city. To

secure a supply of water to the pumps, when Brown's race is drawn off for re

pairs, a twenty-four inch wrought-iron supply pipe is extended from the Car

roll and Fitzhugh race south of Main street, and two water rights were pu'r

chased thereon. This will not only furnish water for the pumps, but will in

case of necessity operate one turbine. This supply pipe is also connected with

the Hemlock main in Main street, so that in case the water is drawn from both

of these races at the same time, the Holly pumps may receive a supply from

the Hemlock system.

During the year 1877 a first-class telegraph line was constructed from Roch

ester to Hemlock lake, to be operated as a private line, to facilitate the man

agement of the water works. It was built under the personal supervision of

Henry L. Fish, then chairman of the executive board, which board took charge

of the water works after the term of office of the board of water commissioners

had expired in October of the preceding year. The line required the use of

809 white cedar poles twenty-five feet long. The highway was followed the

whole distance and was a little over thirty miles long. The cost as reported by

Mr. Fish was $3,139.32. Stations are established at the fire department build

ing on Front street, at the water works ofiice in the city hall, at Mt. Hope res

ervoir, at Rush reservoir, at Honeoye Falls, at Richmond Mills and at the gate

house at Hemlock lake. At first the Morse instrument was used, but in a

short time replaced by the Bell telephone and transmitter, which have worked

admirably, enabling the chief engineer to give the most minute directions at all

times for the care and management of the pipe conduit. At the time of its

construction it was regarded with considerable curiosity, as being the long

est telephone line then in constant use for commercial or other purposes.

The wrought iron conduit was regarded as an innovation from the received

methods of water works construction, at least in the eastern part of the United

States. Although several miles of this conduit had already been laid by the

Spring Valley water company of San Francisco, and another line to supply

Virginia City from Mariette lake, with a pressure upon it in one part of the

canyon through which it was laid, of seven hundred and fifty pounds to the

square inch, yet hydraulic engineers at the East looked upon it with suspicion

and had never dared to use it in water works construction. As the introduc

tion of this pipe to the extent to which it was finally used in constructing the

Rochester works would save about $750,000, the chief engineer after careful in

vestigation recommended its use, and time has proved the wisdom of the plan.
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The pipes were made of boiler-plate iron, riveted and caulked in lengths of

about twenty-eight feet, in the same manner as for steam boilers. They were

then heated, and plunged in a bath composed of a mixture of native asphal

tum and deodorised coal tar, heated to a temperature of about 300 degrees

Fahrenheit. After remaining therein from twenty to thirty minutes they were

removed and allowed to drip, and then transported by rail and road wagons to

the points where they were to be laid. Three of these lengths were then riv

eted together and the resulting length of about eighty-four feet lowered into

the trench by the aid of two derricks, and the bell and spigot ends connected

with hot lead joints to provide for contraction and expansion. The bells were

of cast iron and were riveted to the wrought-iron pipes, as were also the

spigots, where the pressure was heaviest. As previously stated, there was laid

of this pipe 66,499 linear feet, a portion of it being under a constant head of

about 340 feet.

The following table will show the cost to April Ist, 1884:

Proceeds of water works bonds issued for constructing . . _ . _ _ . . . . . . . . _ . _ 3,182,000

- Recovered by contractor, including interest, in a suit against the city . _ _ _ _ . 50,000

Paid for two additional water rights on Brown’s race . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . _ . . 7,500

Property purchased at Hemlock lake and village . . _ . . . . . . . _ . . . _ . . . . . . - - 26,000

House and barn at Rush reservoir (about) _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . . . . - . . . . . _ . _ . . . . _ _ 1,800

Addition to house and new barn at Hemlock lake (about) _ . . . _ _ . _ . . _ . _ _ - 1,000

Raised by tax in I876 for pipe extensions in city . . _ _ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ . - _ 75,000

ll ll ‘I Cl G‘ It ll U C‘ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ V _ _ ’ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

H H H H 65 ll H H Ii _ _ _ _ _ _ _ > V _ _ > _ ‘ > _ 4 _ _ _ _ _ _ 50,000

H H H 65 55 5‘ H N H _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ > _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 35,000

H if 3 K‘ U 45 “ 5‘ U ‘ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ > _ _ _ _ 35,000

ct It an H I881 u H u H H _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ‘ _ _ _ _ > > _ _ _ _

Li ii H U H ll “ “ ii _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ‘ 50,000

n u as (G an u H As at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 75.000

Towl ----------------------------------------------------- - - $3,656,049

The pipes laid in the city streets are cast iron, of sizes varying from four in

ches to twenty-four inches in diameter. None of the fire hydrants have less than

two discharges, and at important points they have three. The total length of

pipe mains laid in the city is 142.69 miles. The number of fire hydrants set is

1,220. The number of gates set is -1,426. The number of services to con

sumers is about 15,000. The average daily use of water from the Hemlock

lake supply is about 4,500,000 gallons. The average daily use of water from

the Holly system is about 1,500,000; making a total of 6,000,000 gallons.

Since the construction of the water works system the attention-of the cit

izens of Rochester and surrounding towns has been strongly attracted to the

beautiful natural scenery about Hemlock lake and the purity of the atmos

phere along the surrounding hills. As a consequence, it has become a pop

ular resort for our citizens during the hot summer weather, and more than one
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hundred cottages have been erected along the shores of the lake, many of

them very tasty in design and convenient in arrangement. There are also

several hotels or summer boarding-houses for the accommodation of transient

visitors. Owing to the careful surveillance exercised by the cottages and the

water works authorities in regard to the disposal of organic wastes, no appre

ciable pollution of the lake from this cause has yet occurred.

During the water works construction a considerable number of suits of some

importance were instituted and sharply contested, but the more important liti

gations have occurred since ilk; board of water commissioners finished their

work. The first suit of any importance arose out of the dissatisfaction of George

D. Lord, the attorney or assignee of the contractor for the work, with the final

account rendered by the chief engineer and adopted by the water commission

ers. He therefore commenced a suit against the city for the recovery of the

sum of $600,000. After several trials, continuing through a series of years, the

case was settled by the city paying to him $50,000.

The next suit of importance was brought against the city by an association

of over thirty millers, interested in the water power along the outlet of Hemlock .

lake and Honeoye creek. They claimed that, as riparian owners, they were

entitled to the use of all the water naturally discharged from Hemlock and

Canadice lakes. The city claimed that Hemlock lake was navigable water, and

that the water as well as the land underneath was the property of the state of

New York, and that the grant by the state for a public use, such as the water

supply of the city of Rochester, was entirely within its province and jurisdic

tion. The millers asked for a permanent injunction to restrain the city of

Rochester from diverting any of the waters of either lake to its use, and for

such other relief as the court might grant. The case was first tried before the

late justice David Rumsey, who held in effect that in the settlement of the ques

tion of the respective rights of the state of New York and the commonwealth

of Massachusetts to the tract of land including the said lakes, the fee of the

land was ceded to Massachusetts and the “ sovereignty " and government to the

state of New York, that Hemlock lake was navigable water and that the “sov

ereignty " carried with it the ownership of the water as well as the land under

water in said lake and therefore that the state of New York had a perfect right

to grant the water as it did to the city of Rochester for public use, and that

the riparian owners on the outlet below were entitled only to the water which

might reach them after the water granted by the state for public use had been

abstracted. The plaintiffs appealed to the general term, which affirmed the

decision of the court below. The case then went to the court of Appeals, which

ordered a new trial and held that any actual damage resulting to the mill own

ers, in consequence of the diversion of the water by the city, must be paid by

the defendant. To avoid frequent and vexatious suits for the recovery of pre
tended or actual damage, the city has determined to commence proceedings for i
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the condemnation of the right to use for all time such an amount of water as

can be conveyed by the present conduit from the lakes -— to wit, 9,000,000

gallons per day. The papers in the case are being prepared at the present

writing. _ '

Professor A. R. Leeds, of the Stevens Institute of Technology at Hoboken,

N. j., made an analysis in 1882 of the waters supplied to the principal Ameri

can cities by their water works. He rated Hemlock lake water as number 2,

in purity, with Brooklyn heading the list as number I. The following is his

analysis, the results being given in grains per gallon : Analysis of a sample of

Hemlock lake water received on july 23d, I882, by A. R. Leeds from j. Nel

son Tubbs of Rochester, chief engineer of water works.

I — Free ammonia . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ -0.00087

2 — Albuminoid ammonia _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _0.0I3

3 — Oxygen required _ _ _ . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._o.46
_ 4 — Nitrites _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _i_ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _none

5 - Nitrates _ . . _ _ . _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ _0.367

6—Chlorine _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _o.I13

7 — Total hardness _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3.20

8 — Permanent hardness _ . . . _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _

9 — Temporary hardness _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Io—Total solids _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ , _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5.83

I I — Mineral matter _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , , _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2.33

I2 — Organic and volatile matter _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3.50

The following is a reference to all the laws relating to the Rochester water

works:

Chapter 175 laws of I835 — Incorporates the first Rochester water works company.

Chapter 356 laws of I852 — “ “ second “ “ “ “

Chapter 275 laws of I853— Amends chap._356 laws of I852.

Chapter 78 laws of 1856- “ “ “ “ “

Chapter 430 laws of I860 - Authorises sale of stock of G. V. R. R. and aid to the water

works company.

Chapter I40 laws of I863 — Amends charter of company.

Chapter I55 laws of I867 — Authorises city to aid in construction.

Chapter 232 laws of I868— Repeals chapter 430 laws of I860.

Chapter 207 laws of I868 — Ratifies proceedings of water works company.

Chapter 255 laws of I869—Authority to increase the issue of water works bonds.

Chapter 387 laws of I872 —An act to supply city with water.

Chapter 77I laws of I872 — An act to amend the several acts relating to city.

Chapter 754 laws of I873 — Restricting and defining powers of water commissioners.

Chapter 649 laws of I874 — Authorising the issue of $3,000,000 of city bonds.

Chapter 33 laws of I875 — In relation to taking property adversely.

Chapter 39 laws of 1875- “ “ “ “ “

Chapter 563 laws of I875 — In relation to care and custody of water works.

Chapter 593 laws of I875 — In relation to issuing bonds to pay interest.

Chapter 561 laws of I875 -To investigate proceedings of water commissioners.

Chapter 37 laws of I876—Creating executive board and giving it charge of water

works.
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Chapter 213 laws of 1877 -- Allowing exchange of registered bonds.

Chapter 464 laws of 1877 —'l‘o acquire lands adversely.

Chapter 190 laws of 1879 — Water works and fire board constituted.

Chapter 537 laws of 1879-— Confers additional powers on water works and fire board.

Chapter 29 laws of 1881 — To acquire lands adversely.

Chapter 12o laws of 1882 —'l'hree-cent frontage tax instituted.

The writer of the foregoing history, having designed and supervised the

construction of the present system of water works for Rochester, has also had

the gratification of retaining his ofiicial connection with the work as chief en

gineer up to this date, enabling him to counsel and advise as to the methods of

managment, to perfect the rules, regulations and rates, and to settle the general

policy of the city in reference to its water works.‘ This intimate connection

with the design, construction and development of our water works system to a

certain extent precludes him from exercising to a full extent the rights and priv

ileges usually assumed as part of the functions of a historian. He has, therefore,

endeavored to confine himself to a bare statement of facts and figures, without

stating conclusions which might in any way seem to be prompted by a desire

to manufacture a present or posthumous professional reputation for himself. He

however feels that he should have signally failed in the performance of his trust

should he omit to say of the gentlemen who at various times constituted the board

of water commissioners, and who in spite of all sorts of opposition projected and

conducted to a successful issue a work of so great magnitude and one from

which has resulted a career of substantial prosperity for the city of Rochester

not previously dreamed of by the most enthusiastic citizen, that they are enti

tled to the confidence and gratitude of every person who enjoys the result of

their completed efforts-—a supply of pure and wholesome water. Many per

sons occupying subordinate stations in the conduct of the great work served

faithfully and well, and, while the limits of this article will not admit of an

enumeration of their names and services, both are preserved in the archives of

the water department, and their connection with the great work will ever be

remembered by them with pride and gratification. The citizens of Rochester

are also to be commended for the pride they have in their water works, the care

with which they foster them and the cheerfulness with which all consent to tax

ation, that the blessing of a full and copious supply of pure water may be made

easily accessible to every citizen.


